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The University of Minnesota and the University
of New Hampshire have operated large searchcoil
sensors since January 1973 at Siple Station. Naturally occurring magnetic fluctuations in the range
.01 to 10 hertz (100-second to .1-second period)
have been recorded continuously with a digital
magnetic tape recorder. Magnetic fluctuations in
this frequency range are classified as micropulsations in the Pc-1 (0.2 to 5 seconds), Pc-2 (5 to 10
seconds), Pc-3 (10 to 45 seconds), and Pc-4 (45 to
150 seconds) bands, as well as the Pi-i (1 to 40
seconds) and Pi-2 (40 to 150 seconds) bands (Jacobs,
1970). Pc micropulsations are relatively narrow frequency band signals that appear nearly sinusuidal,
while Pi micropulsations are broadband, irregular
signals that appear to be noise. The amplitudes
of these signals vary from several gammas (ly= 1

nanotesla) to fractions of a milligamma. The sensitivity of our sensors is in the order of 1 milligamma
at 1 hertz.
During 1975-1976 we examined Siple records
from 1973 and 1974, and a few 1975 records from
Siple and from an identical observation system installed at Roberval, Quebec, Canada (magnetically
conjugate to Siple) in July 1975. Work on Siple
records had advanced in 1975 to the state that comparisons of data between several Siple instruments
became possible.
One particularly interesting comparison was
between the whistler observations conducted by
Stanford University and the Pc-1 micropulsations.
Whistlers generated by lightning show frequency
dispersion and are used to determine the equatorial
propagation distance of the whistler and the plasma
density. By determining the plasma density through
observing several whistlers at different distances
from the earth, the location of the plasmapause
(a sharp decrease in plasma density, by one or two
orders of magnitude, that is observed near 4 earth
radii in the equatorial plane) can be determined.
Certain structured Pc-1 signals have similar frequency dispersion, as shown in the figure. These
signals have been termed hydromagnetic whistlers
since the waves, well below the proton gyro frequency, propagate in the hydromagnetic mode.
Dispersion analysis in these signals also yields the
equatorial propagation distance and plasma density
(Watanabe, 1965).
The propagation distances of the hydromagnetic
whistlers are usually determined to be 1 or 2 earth
radii above the usual plasmapause location. Yet the
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Structured Pc-1 pulsations
observed at Siple Station
on 7 September 1973. The
frequency band extends
from .75 to 1.0 hertz and
lasts from 1145 to 1230 Universal Time. Note the rising
frequency structure with
higher frequencies arriving
later in each recurrence.
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amplitudes of these waves, as observed on the
ground, are often highest at stations somewhat
lower in latitude than would be indicated by the
equatorial propagation distances determined by
the dispersion analysis (Heacock, 1971). There thus
is evidence that the hydromagnetic whistlers propagate in or near the plasmapause.
Park and Seely (1976) provided a detailed history of plasmapause location at Siple longitude
during a magnetically disturbed interval on 17-22
June 1973. The plasmapause location varied each
day, rising highest in the evening sector. It also
moved lower in altitude as magnetic activity increased, and it was observed to be located near field
lines that come to earth closer to the equator than
Siple during much of 18, 19, and 20 June. Only in
the evening hours on these days did the plasmapause rise to field lines connected to Siple.
Several hydromagnetic whistlers were analyzed
in this interval, and as expected these indicated
propagation distances 1 to 4 earth radii above the
plasmapause. There were very few events observed, however, on 17, 18, 19, and 20 June, when
the plasmapause was below Siple field lines. Those
that were observed occurred in the evening at times
when the plasmapause moved briefly above Siple
field lines (Cahill and Johnson, in press).
Whistler and hydromagnetic whistler comparisons thus indicate that the hm whistlers may propagate near the plasmapause since they are seen
(in this limited sample) only when the plasmapause
rises above Siple. The discrepancy between this
observation and the higher propagation distances
determined by dispersion analysis remains unexplained. Corrections to account for the evening
sector ring current inflation of the magnetosphere
will somewhat lower the calculated propagation distances. Also, it is possible that the presence of
heavier ions than protons may modify the dispersion relations.
Some Pc-i micropulsations persist continuously
for several hours in the Siple records. These have
been named "long duration micropulsations," and
the highest frequency in the rather complex frequency-time structure exhibits a rise in the morning hours and a fall in the forenoon and afternoon
hours. It appears that this behavior may also be related to the plasmapause. The plasmapause moves
in during the early morning hours and out again in
the forenoon toward the evening maximum. If the
upper edge of the long duration event frequency
band represents pulsations generated and propagating in the plasmapause, then we would expect
just this frequency signature—as the plasmapause
moves in hydromagnetic signals propagating there
—would be raised in frequency as the gyro frequency increases (Lewis and Arnoldy, in press).
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A fundamental observational problem in magnetospheric physics concerns the extent in space of
the observed phenomena. With one or two space
probes it is unlikely that the geomagnetic extent of
some magnetospheric phenomena, such as ultra
low frequency (uLF) waves, will be understood.
Only with coordinated ground-based and satellite
measurements will it be possible to resolve questions concerning the magnetospheric scale sizes of
phenomena with dimensions of the order of several
earth radii.
We compared magnetospheric ULF signals measured at Sanae (SA) and Siple (si), two antarctic
stations near L=4, to examine the longitudinal scale
size of magnetospheric signals in the 10- to 50millihertz frequency range (Barker et al., in press).
The South African station SA is 5 hours geographically and 3 hours geomagnetically from si (figure
1). The Siple instrument is outlined in Lanzerotti
et al. (1972).
We compared data collected on 2 days during
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